MEDIA ALERT

CARLYN RELEASES DEBUT SINGLE “SLEEPING WITH PENELOPE”
STREAM HERE VIA INDICA RECORDS
WATCH THE HORROR INSPIRED MUSIC VIDEO HERE
IN HOMAGE TO HER FAVOURITE MOVIE, IT

Download the single artwork HERE | Credit: Joanna-Maria Marianakis
(May 13, 2022) - Newcomer to the pop scene, Montreal-based Carlyn joins the likes of Billie Eilish and
Madison Beer in creating a dark indie dream style she’s coined nightmare pop. Recently signed to indie
powerhouse Indica Records, she joined forces with producers House of Wolf to record her vulnerable
debut single “Sleeping With Penelope'' available now on all DSPs accompanied by the official video
with horror themes.
Stream HERE | Watch HERE
“Sleeping With Penelope is a story about platonic love and heartbreak,” Carlyn elaborates. “I think a lot of
people can relate to feeling left behind when their best friend starts dating somebody. When you consider
your best friend your life partner and they find a romantic partner, it can be confusing. The song talks
about falling completely in love with someone platonically, and being 100% content with that dynamic.
Until you have to watch them fall out of love with you when they find someone who can give them what
you can’t, those romantic and sexual aspects.”
She explains how the music video ties in perfectly with her unique genre, blending a horror movie
homage with a generally lighthearted sleepover scenario. “The idea came from how I felt when I wrote the
song: like a big, mopey, depressed blob walking around while my best friend was right there happy with
someone else. I was thinking about how it would make sense to be in that situation and instantly thought
of the bathroom scene from It.”

Tonight, she joins Family Man and Tarbox in Ottawa for a show at Cafe Dekcuf. Expect dark melodic
undertones, moody lyricism and unique fashion sense from the emerging artist who showcases innate
musicality. More information will be released when available.
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